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Rebuilding lives
after stroke
Our strategy from 2019



Our values



Our vision is for 
there to be fewer 
strokes, and for 
people affected by 
stroke to get the 
help they need to 
live the best life they 
can.



Our core purpose:

We want to be the 
trusted voice of stroke 
survivors and their 
families. We want to 
drive better outcomes 
in stroke prevention, 
treatment and lifelong 
support for everyone 
affected by stroke.



Goal A
Make stroke the 
priority it needs 
to be



Goal B
Ensure that 
everyone 
affected by 
stroke has access 
to the 
rehabilitation and 
lifelong support 
they need



Goal C
Partner with 
people and 
communities to 
help them take 
action on stroke
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Watch the Stroke Association Rebuilding 
Lives TV advert

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjwWBahKQjk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjwWBahKQjk


Our plan

• People think they know about stroke 

• But are surprised when they find out how big and impactful 
it is!

• We needed to explain in a simple way

• Join up what people already know into a compelling story

• We needed to change what people feel

• As with cancer and dementia

• We needed to change what people think

• From ‘something that happens to old people’ to 
‘something my support can help to change’
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Example tweets 
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Example tweets 



Watch Alisha’s story – ‘Anything is possible’

https://youtu.be/QlFtDNoP2As?t=6

https://youtu.be/QlFtDNoP2As?t=6




Rebuilding lives

• Reached 22.2m people via Facebook and Instagram in first five 
weeks

• Reached 19.5m, including 10m of priority 55+ audience, via TV 
in first five weeks

• Traffic to stroke.org.uk increased 70% in the first two weeks 

• Over 1,000 tweets Rebuilding Lives on launch day and 4.6 
million people have seen our campaign tweets since launch



Rebuilding lives

• Coverage on Sky News, Channel 5 News, BBC Breakfast News, 
The Guardian, The Sun, BBC online, BBC Asian Network, and 
dozens of local radio and print outlets

• We’re raising more money through fundraising 

• Visit stroke.org.uk/rebuilding-lives





Questions?



Rebuilding lives 
after stroke


